ON CAMPUS DIRECTIONS

From Washington Avenue Main Entrance Collins Circle: Make a left onto Perimeter Road at Collins Circle. Follow roadway around and past State Quad Parking Lots. The New Life Sciences Building will be approaching to your right. After passing the new Life Science Building, the driver is to make their right onto Center Drive East. The **Campus Center Visitor lot will be located on left.** Parking and Mass Transit will be located on the left hand side of the road in a Green and White Building with a silver ramp.

From Washington Avenue I-90 Entrance: After getting off the exit go straight through the light. After going through the light the driver is going to make their immediate left onto Perimeter Road. Continue on Perimeter Road half way around the campus. Follow roadway around and past Collins Circle and the State Quad Parking Lots. After passing the new Life Science Building, the driver is to make their right onto Center Drive East. The **Campus Center Visitor lot will be located on left.** Parking and Mass Transit will be located on the left hand side of the road in a Green and White Building with a silver ramp.

From Western Avenue: After entering onto the campus from Western Avenue the driver is going to bear right onto Perimeter Road. Follow Perimeter Road around and past the University Police Department, which will be located on their right hand side. After passing the University Police Department the driver is going to make their second left onto the Center Drive east. The **Campus Center Visitor lot will be located on left.** Parking and Mass Transit will be located on the left hand side of the road in a Green and White Building with a silver ramp.